T en years after the National String Project Consortium (NSCP) was founded in 1999, the organization has grown to include 35 string projects at universities around the country. These programs are addressing the shortage of string teachers for the public schools in the United States by training young qualified teachers ready to step into the profession. They are also increasing the number of children playing stringed instruments. Colleges, universities and conservatories in big cities, small towns, inner cities, rural communities, north, south, east, and west now support string projects. These teacher-training programs are currently providing instruction to more than 2,000 children and training and experience to more than 300 future string teachers.
String Project Beginnings
The string project movement grew out of a program at the University of Texas, and the vision of former ASTA President Robert Jesselson, distinguished professor of music at the University of South Carolina.
The University of Texas (UT) began its string project in 1948. In that year, UT viola professor Albert Gillis proposed a program for young children who would come to campus three times each week for instruction. Dean E. William Doty saw the potential of such a program and appointed professor Gillis as the first director, who served from 1948 to 1958. The program gained national attention under the direction of Phyllis Young, winner of the 2002 Paul Rolland Lifetime Achievement Award from ASTA. Young ran the program for 35 years. It continues to flourish under the direction of Laurie Scott, employing more than 20 graduate students and providing instruction to more than 225 children.
In 1981, Robert Jesselson came to the University of South Carolina (USC), where he inherited a small string project that had been in existence for several years, based on the UT program. Jesselson, whose background was in performance, not education, met with Phyllis Young in 1982 for a crash course in running a string project. Teachers in the UT String Project were almost exclusively graduate students. The USC program modified this to become a training program for undergraduate string students in order to attract young people to the profession. The program in South Carolina also grew, exerting significant impact on the university and the community in Columbia. In 1996, Jesselson presented the basic concept of this program to a conference on the future of string teaching at Wichita State University. Jacqueline Dillon, ASTA president, realized this success could be duplicated elsewhere. She encouraged Jesselson to use the USC String Project as a model upon which other universities could try to build the practical training component of their music education programs. When Jesselson became president-elect of ASTA in 1998 the organization began searching for foundations that might support this venture. The rest, as they say, is history.
ASTA Oversight of so many sites became difficult and an economic downturn made funding tighter. It was decided that the young string projects would benefit more if they emerged from under the ASTA umbrella in order to become a separate, nonprofit organization. And so the independent NSCP was born. Project directors and supporters met at the 2007 ASTA conference in Detroit to form a board, establish bylaws, and plan strategy to find funding in support of existing and new sites.
In 10 short years, the consortium has grown into a stable, nonprofit organization with a close affiliation with the American String Teachers Association. New sites have been added and the consortium has been successful in grant writing to fund these sites, as well as the existing sites. Recent grants have been received from Strings Magazine, NAMM, the D'Addario Foundation, William Harris Lee, the Talty Foundation, the Dana Foundation, and the Music Lives Foundation, to name a few. Individual sites have found their own funding through various businesses, arts organizations and foundations.
The String Project Model
A string project is a teacher-training program that provides
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by Jim Przygocki lessons, classes, and ensembles for children taught by college students under the close supervision of a director and a master teacher. String projects serve as a supplement to existing public school programs and school participation is required when such programs are available. In many communities, string projects have spawned public school programs where there were none previously. The format emulates a public school string program, giving teachers experiences that will have direct, practical application when they enter the teaching profession.
The first stages of instruction are generally delivered in heterogeneous groups. Starting in third grade is common, two years prior to the age at which most public school string programs begin. After two years, children begin private lessons and ensembles. Often these feed into existing youth orchestra programs. Many sites have included music theory classes, chamber music, and experiences in alternative styles.
Flexibility
Though there is a clear, established model that potential string project sites must meet in order to receive NSPC funds, there is some flexibility as well, allowing directors and master teachers the freedom to adapt it to their own situations. Some sites begin students at different grade levels, others meld into existing community music or Suzuki programs, but all share a common purpose of training teachers to build healthy string programs.
Teacher Experiences
Teachers are selected from among undergraduate string majors. Though most tend to be music education majors, many bachelor of arts and performance majors are attracted to string project teaching. Teachers meet regularly with a master teacher who serves as a mentor and teaching model. The master teacher and string project teachers plan classes, choose teaching material, develop curricula, explore pedagogical approaches, and provide valuable feedback for young teachers.
The undergraduate college students who teach in string projects find the experience invaluable. Some students recognize that the teaching profession is not for them and chose another field -but at least they come to this realization while they are still in college rather than when they have already started in a job. However most often students learn the rewards of inspiring children and giving life-long skills to young musicians.
Here are some comments from these pre-service teachers at working in the string project in Sacramento State University String Project in California. They are typical of what we hear from college students around the country. 
Hans Hoffer String Projects as Laboratories
One of the most valuable facets of a university-sponsored string project is its role as a teaching laboratory for university students, professors, and master teachers. The University of Illinois String Research Project is a prime example. Paul Rolland used this to develop some of the most important and influential approaches and material that we have. Rolland used young children with no previous playing experience in a hands-on, results-oriented project that produced a wonderful body of pedagogical material. Although research was the primary goal of the Illinois String Research Project, this current trend continues in the NSPC programs around the country.
String projects in the consortium serve as laboratories for young teachers, directors, and master teachers, providing a real, hands-on environment in which to try new approaches and study teaching results. My own string project at the University of Wyoming provides an opportunity for my teachers and me to try various teaching methods. As a former student of Mimi Zweig at Indiana University, I have found it stimulating to see how effectively her approaches are applied to this public school model. Last year, she visited our string project in Laramie and had this to say: 
Community Support
The response from university students, children, parents, public school teachers, and communities to the presence of string projects in their communities has been encouraging and inspiring. In many communities, the presence of a string project has provided an impetus for public school string programs where none previously existed. This is true in Columbia, South Carolina and in a number of other communities.
"The most significant effect is that a large suburban school district has added a string program to their public school offerings because of the UTSA String Project's presence in the area. After two years of operations with those students coming to UTSA for instruction, they have recently begun their own string program with our support." University of Texas at San Antonio String Project
In my own community of Laramie, Wyoming, we enjoy a convivial relationship with our string project, our excellent String Academy and our fine public school string program. Susan Peel, one of our leading public school string teachers wrote this recently in support of the presence of the string project in Laramie: 
Children and Parents
String projects are ultimately about bringing music to children. All good teachers have inspiring stories of how their teaching has touched the lives of their students. This is what keeps us going, our raison d'etre. String projects around the country touch the lives of children in the same way, and it is a life changing experience for the teachers, parents, and children. In closing, here are some comments from parents whose children have benefited from this experience, our strongest supporters. The NSPC is now accepting applications to start new string project sites at universities in order to address the string teacher shortage. The deadline for this round of applications is November 17, 2009. Each new string project will receive $10,000 from grants to start their program in the first year, and continued support for five years. The NSPC is a coalition of string project sites based at colleges and universities across the United States (U.S.) The NSPC is dedicated to increasing the number of children playing stringed instruments, and addressing the critical shortage of string teachers in the U.S.
The NSPC now consists of 35 string projects at universities throughout the U.S. These programs are training about 300 string teachers each year. Recent grants from NAMM, the D'Addario Foundation, and the Dana Foundation have enabled new String Projects to be created at Baylor University, Virginia Tech, University of New Hampshire, Central Washington University, James Madison University, East Carolina University, Wayne State University, Cleveland State University and the University of Nebraska at Kearney. For more information and the application form, go to the website at www.stringprojects.org or contact Robert Jesselson at RJesselson@Mozart.sc.edu.
